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Doomed Forests Are TCM’s Woe
by Zhu Guoben*
Translated by Chu Qian (with permission from the author)
TCM resources come from the nature; majorities of them are plant-based, therefore TCM is also called “Herbal
Medicine”. The Great TCM Dictionary published in 1977 recorded 5767 ingredients, 4773 of which come from herbs,
740 from animals, 82 from minerals, as well as 172 composite-mixtures commonly used as single-ingredient such as
Sheng Yao (Hydrargyrum Oxydatum Crudum) and Shen Qu (Medicated Leaven). In the last two decades, chemically
synthesized drugs began to show limitations and adverse, toxicological effects. People’s understanding of drugs took a
detour before returning to the natural kingdom, hoping to find alternative solutions using green resources. This is also one
of the reasons that the world is experiencing a craze for TCM and its drugs today.
Nevertheless, the green space today is completely different from 4000 years ago during Shennong’s time. Studies have
found that due to logging and ecological deterioration following the expansion of human activities, a great number of wild
species were either extinct or endangered, affecting roughly 60,000 plant species to various degrees worldwide, at an
estimated rate of one specie per day. In China, there are 28,000 vascular plant species, 2,800 of which are endangered or
threatened. As forest fires in Greater Khingan Range and illegal logging in Southern China led to collateral damage, TCM
resources often take the first hit. Trees with medicinal values like the Du Zhong (Cortex Eucommiae), Hou Po (Cortex
Magnoliae Officinalis) and Huang Bo (Cortex Phellodendri) take 15 years from sprouting to maturation before they are
stripped. Several decades are needed for the forests to recuperate despite immediate replenishment with younger trees. It’s
this decimation of forest resources that threatens TCM’s very existence and development.
One day when we return to earth on a spaceship, what was picturesque and lush has turned into isolated patches of
Huang Bo and Du Zhong, expropriated of their skins, standing feebly in the chilling wind. In the northwestern
region, fighting for licorice root has left the field with grids of trenches, as if whips of cruelty were lashed on the
face of the earth. TCM will be extinct; it will be antiquated. Our children no longer learn about Li Shizhen, let
alone Bianque or Zhang Zhongjing. If that happens, will we regret the past when we could have spoken up and put
down regulations; will we regret for not awaking ourselves in time?
If so, then it’s not too late; we are still trudging the path of hope. For whichever reason illegal logging is done, for
livelihoods, for making a fortune or even venting one’s grudges, it shows people are vicious and silly, unlawful and
utterly weak. Therefore, they must be properly governed. To safeguard the resource, there needs to be more stringent laws
and policies. For the future of TCM, we need to strategize to increase the number of herbal culture centers, and to
consolidate the supply of expensive and rare ingredients. Currently, the chaos in the market is reflected by hearsays like
“to get rich, sell the herbs,” “to be the county magistrate, first open an herbal factory.” To tackle this, National TCM
Administration (NTCMA) is entitled to singular decision-making. It is not allowed for other governing parties to interfere,
as much as it is inappropriate. Otherwise, people would have no herbs to consume, and the country would lose its treasure.
If that happens, NTCMA won’t bear to face the public!
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